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TEMPORARY PAIN: US 10-year bond yields spiked 0.2% in week on outlook for tighter
monetary policy, with Fed’s tapering announcement coming soon, and a firming growth
and inflation outlook, as global virus cases -30% the last month and oil prices at 3-year
highs. The speed of the yield spike, not its level, is worrying equities and driving a tech
led sell-off, as in Q1 (see chart). As then, we see yield concerns easing (though other
concerns remain in DC and China), and equities resilient, led by Value sectors. Better
growth helps earnings, and yields are a fraction of prior recoveries, helping valuations.

Q1 HISTORY: US 10-year yields doubled from 0.9% to 1.75% in Q1, in one of largest
gains in a short period ever, driven by reopening economies and fiscal stimulus. VIX
volatility index hit 37. Tech-heavy NASDAQ saw a 10% correction, before recovery. But
S&P 500 was firm. A rotation to cheaper and more growth-sensitive Value sectors like
financials and commodities offset tech weakness and saw the S&P 500 up 6% for Q1.

EXPOSURE: Markets are far from just about bond yields, but rising yields help energy,
financials, and small cap most. They signal stronger growth and inflation, and boost
what banks can charge. The normal losers are indebted utilities and real estate as
financing costs rise, and gold which has no yield. Tech suffers from high valuations and
long-duration cash flows but is offset by its resilient growth and fortress balance sheets.

TODAY: Heads of Fed, ECB, BoE all to speak, with bond yields and monetary policy in
focus. Fed’ Powell to say inflation pressure is larger and longer lasting than expected.
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